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Abstract

Informal cross-border trade is large, ubiquitous, and persistent in Africa.

This paper studies the role of trade barriers in this state of a�airs. We use a

unique survey of informal transactions across Benin's land borders, which pro-

vides the �rst direct and comprehensive account of trade volumes and product

coverage for this type of trade. We combine this data with o�cial trade records

and exploit variation across products and countries to measure the impact of

tari� and non-tari� barriers to trade on informality. Increasing tari�s on a

given product by 10% makes it 12% to 14% more likely that this product is

imported informally rather than formally. Non-tari� measures also increase

informality. Our results also suggest that compliance costs, aside from tari�s

and regulations, contribute to explain informality.
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1 Introduction

What drives economic activities into informality, and how to reduce it? These ques-
tions preoccupy many governments, in particular in developing and emerging coun-
tries. Informality should depend on the tax rate, and this elasticity is a parameter
which a revenue-concerned government needs to know. But there are other relative
costs and bene�ts of doing things the uno�cial way. Beyond tax, legal compliance
may involve costs if procedures are burdensome, lengthy, or di�cult to access.

This paper studies the determinants of informality in cross-border trade: a perva-
sive practice in many developing countries, and particularly in Africa (Golub, 2015).
Despite trade liberalization e�orts, casual observation and case studies suggest that
the unrecorded �ows of goods across borders still represent a signi�cant share of
international trade on the continent. It is likely that the level of intra-African trade
recorded in o�cial data, which is low by world standards, is due in no small part to
the large share of transactions which this type of data fails to record.1

We present here the �rst quantitative study of informal cross-border trade based
on comprehensive data for one country. We use an original survey covering cross-
border transactions at non-authorized locations on each land border of Benin, West
Africa, to document the size and composition of informal trade �ows. We confront
this data with customs data on legal trade for the same trade directions and period,
and identify some of the determinants of informality in trade. We relate tari� and
non-tari� barriers to the probability that a given product be traded informally rather
than formally. We also identify product characteristics, such as perishability, which
associate positively with informality.

A standard approach to informal trade is to view it as a response to the excessive
cost of trading legally. Beyond tari�s, multilateral institutions often point to non-
tari� measures, burdensome procedures, and exchange rate intervention, to conclude
that borders in Africa remain �thick� (WorldBank, 2012). However the persistence
of informality despite progress in regional integration suggests that other potential
factors may be at play. State capacity to control borders and enforce taxes and
regulations may play a role. Some also view customary trade relations and long-
used trade networks and routes as a source of persistence of informality, in a context
where ethnic and business relations are often not aligned with international borders.

The case of Benin is particularly relevant to study these questions. A small, poor
French speaking country, it is a founding member of WAEMU2, a monetary and
customs union of eight countries in West Africa. It shares land borders with three
WAEMU members, Togo, Burkina-Faso and Niger, mostly agricultural countries like
Benin (see �gure1). WAEMU countries have progressively dismantled internal tari�s
and put in place a common external tari� (CET), with a simpli�ed structure and a
maximum rate of 20%. Benin's fourth and last border is with Nigeria, the largest
economy of the continent. Nigeria and Benin also share membership in a regional
agreement, the ECOWAS3, which is larger than WAEMU but where trade liberal-

1While the share of intra-trade reaches 40% in North America and 63% in Western Europe since
the mid-2000s, it is estimated at only 10 to 12% in Africa (UNECA, 2015).

2West African economic and monetary union.
3Economic community of West African states.
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ization has not advanced as far. As of 2011, the year under study, the ECOWAS had
not liberalized internal trade except for some unprocessed goods. Nigeria has a pro-
tectionist trade policy with tari� peaks, as well as numerous non-tari� barriers and
import bans; its currency is non convertible and chronically overvalued (IMF, 2017).
Thus, Benin's borders o�er a case study of trade liberalization e�orts at di�erent
stages, and gives us the opportunity to examine their impact on the informality of
trade.

Figure 1: Map of Benin and its neighbours.

Collecting data on informal activities is by nature di�cult. We address concerns
on the reliability and representativeness of the data in the empirical exercise. Despite
these inherent di�culties, the survey o�ers a remarkably rich view of informal trade
at Benin's borders. The ECENE survey (Enquête sur le commerce extèrieur non
enregistré) was conducted by the National Institute of Statistics of Benin (INSAE)
in 2011. 171 border crossing points were identi�ed and surveyed; a total of 8,883
traders were interviewed and 10,415 single-product �ows recorded. These crossing
points are all on a land border and distinct from o�cial border points. This dictates
our de�nition of �informal trade� in this paper, which stands for all cross-border
transactions taking place out of o�cial crossings.4

Our results shed new light on several aspects of the issue. First, we con�rm the
quantitative importance of informal trade in the region: it is often several times
higher than formal trade in value. In the case of trade with Nigeria, the informal to
formal ratio is estimated at about 7.2 for imports, 5.1 for exports. As a result, the
picture of regional trade integration changes drastically when accounting for infor-
mal trade. Trade between Benin and Nigeria is insigni�cant in o�cial trade data,

4The vast majority of informal �ows in our data are for legal products, i.e. this type of trade is
illegal because it avoids customs, not because of the nature of the goods.
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but widespread in reality. The product composition of informal trade is diverse,
covering many agricultural and non-agricultural sectors. The overlap between prod-
ucts traded formally and informally is small: many products appear to be traded
exclusively on the informal channel.

Second, we measure a positive and signi�cant semi-elasticity of trade informal-
ity to tari�s. Considering trade with Nigeria, raising the tari� on a given product
(at 6-digit level of classi�cation) by 10 percentage points increases the probability
that this product is traded informally, rather than formally, by about 0.12 to 0.14.
Our results for trade between Benin and WAEMU countries are less clear-cut. Es-
timations using Benin's trade records indicate a positive but non-signi�cant tari�
coe�cient. There is reason to believe that measurement error in the origin of im-
ports causes a downward bias in this estimate: formal trade records likely contain
third-country imports, labeled with WAEMU origin in order to bene�t from pref-
erential treatment.5 Further tests using mirror data for formal �ows con�rm this
hypothesis, and indicate a positive and signi�cant tari� elasticity, in the same range
as for Nigeria.

Our results also indicate that non-tari� measures (sanitary and phyto-sanitary
measures, or SPS, and technical barriers to trade, or TBT) associate positively with
informality. The ad-valorem tari� equivalent of SPS measures is estimated at about
30%.

We also identify other determinants of informality unrelated to tari�s and regu-
latory barriers. Local, unprocessed agricultural produce has long circulated across
borders in the region without much control (Produits du cru is the local french name
for such products). The policy in the WAEMU, as well as the ECOWAS, has been
to completely liberalize this trade between members.6 We �nd a high prevalence of
informality for these products across all borders: they are essentially traded outside
of customs, despite the complete removal of trade barriers. This may be due to the
cost of transport through o�cial border points, for local producers selling in markets
at short distance across the border. Controlling for this category, we also �nd that
product perishability predicts trade informality. Thus a gain in time may be another
bene�t from informality, possibly because of lengthy procedures and waiting times
at customs.7 These results suggest that, beyond tari�s and regulatory measures,
the costs of compliance also contribute to the pervasiveness and persistence of trade
informality.

A large literature has studied tax evasion in international trade, using mirror
data, i.e. relying on data from the exporting country to identify missing �ows in the
importer's records (Bhagwati, 1964; Fisman and Wei, 2004; Javorcik and Narciso,
2008; Mishra et al., 2008; Bouet and Roy, 2012). These papers focus on evasion at
customs : products shipped through o�cial borders (e.g. ports) with the payment

5Aggregate data suggest that o�cial trade within WAEMU is greatly overstated. This could
also explain the results in Carrère (2013), who �nds actual trade �ows within the WAEMU greater
than the trade potential estimated with a gravity model.

6In the WAEMU, free movement applies to these products (article 10 of the treaty), but not
to other products, despite it being a custom union. The same disposition is found in article 36 of
ECOWAS' revised treaty. See next section for details.

7However, we �nd no impact for parts and components, another category of products likely to
be time sensitive Hummels and Schaur (2013). This may be due to a time-safety tradeo�.
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of taxes and duties reduced or avoided by creative methods (underinvoicing, mis-
classi�cation, etc.). Our focus is distinct: informal cross-border trade taking place
on routes physically di�erent from the o�cial border points. The paper thus sheds
light on a di�erent form of evasion in trade which, if less studied, appears no less
important in magnitude, in particular in Africa. Mirror data are of no help to study
this, since trade �ows are missing from both partners's records.

Our results show that the economics of these two forms of evasion di�er. Our
estimates of the tari� coe�cient are lower than those in Fisman and Wei (2004),
implying a positive relationship between tari� and revenue (left side of the La�er
curve), while the opposite is true in these authors' study. Evasion at customs may
be more tari� elastic as switching from legal to illegal trade requires no change
in the logistics of trade. The type of informal trade we focus on uses di�erent
routes, specializes in di�erent products, and likely involves di�erent actors. For some
products, the costs of access to legal posts and time delays appear as the main driver
of informality, maintaining its prevalence even after complete tari� dismantlement.
A consequence is that a policy to reduce informality may require targeting factors
beyond taxes and regulations. Tari� reductions are not uniformly e�cient to increase
revenue. 8

Informal trade is pervasive and easily observed in Africa, but absent in usual
data, thus most existing studies are qualitative based on �eld work, or case studies
relying on indirect inference and accounting. Country case studies include Golub
and Mbaye (2009) on the Senegal-Gambia border, Golub (2012) on Benin , Togo
and Nigeria, Ackello-Ogutu on Kenya and Uganda; Titeca and de Herdt (2010) and
Mahmoud (2008) are �eld studies in Uganda and Kenya. Egg and Herrera (1998);
Benjamin and Mbaye (2012) document the organization of trade networks, often
based on kinship, able to operate e�ciently across national borders. The importance
of informal trade in Benin has motivated several sector studies, for example on the
case of gazoline (LARES, 2005) or second-hand cars (Bako-Arifari, 2001).

This paper also sheds light on the issue of trade integration in sub-Saharan Africa.
It con�rms that the low level of intra-regional trade (De Melo and Tsikata, 2015)
is partly attributable to the incomplete coverage of o�cial trade statistics. Beyond
this, there is some consensus that trade is made too costly in SSA by a combination
of trade protections, lack of infrastructure, and red tape (WorldBank, 2011).9 Our
results show that trade is indeed responsive to such trade costs. Transport time,
in particular, seems important, suggesting a role for trade facilitation. However,
these results do not rule out the possibility that other factors, including arti�cial
colonial borders, or State weakness (Alesina et al., 2011), may contribute to the
pervasiveness and persistence of informal trade.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3
presents a simple model that we use as basis for the empirical estimations. Section
4 presents the empirical results. Section 5 concludes.

8�Smuggling at customs� is likely to be present in our context too but is not observed by us.
We discuss how this is likely to a�ect our results in the empirical part.

9According to the Doing Business 2011 report, Sub-Saharan Africa is the world's most expensive
region to trade within (WorldBank, 2011). The same report shows that delays are up to three times
as long in Sub-Saharan African compared with other regions of the World.
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2 Data and descriptive statistics

2.1 Informal and formal trade data

The analysis in this paper relies primarily on two sources of data, recording informal
and formal cross-border trade �ows between Benin and its immediate neighbours.

The �rst source is ECENE (Enquête sur le commerce extérieur non enregistré), a
survey conducted by Benin's national statistics, the INSAE, in 2011, with the aim to
estimate the size and composition of informal trade more precisely, and to account
for this component in national accounts.

The institute �rst identi�ed 171 illegal border crossing points which were actively
used by informal traders, scattered all along Benin's land borders. Figure 2 shows
the coverage of survey points.10 These crossing points were then surveyed during a
10-day period during day time, in September 2011, by a team of 350 surveyors, 30
controllers and 12 supervisors.

A 4-page questionnaire was administered to informal traders, with questions on
the nature, quantity and value of smuggled goods, the origin and destination of the
shipments, and the transport mode. Products were codi�ed at a high level of detail
(10-digit codes of the Harmonized commodity description and coding system of
classi�cation, HS-10). A total of 8,883 questionnaires were �lled, with 10,415 single-
product �ows recorded and retained after data cleaning by the institute (down from
10,749 �ows in the primary data) (INSAE, 2011).

Trade �ows are classi�ed as exports, imports, re-exports and transit. The latter
two categories correspond to �ows of goods originating in third countries (typically in
Asia or Europe), which enter Benin (possibly legally) before crossing one of Benin's
land borders to reach one of the neighboring countries. In the context of this arti-
cle, we focus on regional trade; therefore we ignore this so-called �entrepôt trade�
(re-exports and transit �ows), for which determinants are likely to di�er, and which
would require a separate analysis.11 Therefore we present results on imports and
exports of Benin with its direct neighbours.

Questions may arise on the quality of the data, given the peculiar nature of the
survey. One may ask why illegal traders should accept to answer a survey conducted
by public agents (surveyors and supervisors from the INSAE). The di�culties faced
in the conduct of the survey are explained in detail in the report published by
the INSAE (INSAE, 2011). In particular, the report explains that the survey was
conducted in cooperation with the Customs administration.12

The number of questionnaires �lled suggests that the conditions were indeed met
to allow the survey to be collected in good conditions. 13 This, however, does not

10Note that a few non-border districts have a survey point: this is due to trade done on rivers
and lakes, such as lake Nokoué at Abomey Calavi close to the coast.

11See Golub (2012) for a description of entrepôt trade.
12This cooperation was necessary since part of the work of customs agents consists in �ghting

informal trade by being present at crossing points and controlling traders. Cooperation with the
customs ensured that such operations would not interfere with the conduct of the survey.

13The data also appears to be consistent: the number of wrong product codes is low; distribu-
tions of unit values by product have non excessive levels of dispersion. Products appearing most
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Figure 2: Number of border crossing by arrondissement

eliminate the concern of selection. Some products may be less likely to appear in the
survey: in particular, products facing more restrictions may be traded at night, or
people trading them may be more reluctant to answer questions. As will be discussed
in the results section, this creates a potential underestimation of our coe�cients of
interest, so that our results should be seen as lower bound estimates of the impact
of trade impediments on informality. As will be seen next, descriptive statistics on
volumes and product composition are generally consistent with previous estimates
and qualitative evidence on the phenomenon of informal trade in Benin.

The second source of data are o�cial trade records from Benin's customs. Data
are provided at the 8-digit level of the WAEMU's own classi�cation (close to the

frequently, and the direction of their trade, are those expected based on existing studies on informal
trade in the area.
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HS system), on a monthly and bilateral basis. We use data on Benin's imports and
exports with its four direct neighbours, and match them with informal �ows with
the same origin or destination.14

To match the informal and formal trade sources, we aggregate trade �ows at
the 6-digit level of the harmonized system (HS-6). This reduces the risk of product
misclassi�cation, and makes data compatible with other data such as the tari� data,
also at HS-6 level.

Our variable of interest is the trading mode - formal or informal - for each product
traded between Benin and one border country. We use two methods for measuring
informality of trade. One is to estimate the share of informal trade in total trade of
each product:

InformalShareic =
X inf

ic

(X inf
ic +Xform

ic )
(1)

where Xform
ic is the total value of formal trade (exports or imports) of product i

to/from country c reported in Benin's customs data for September 2011. X inf
ic is the

total value of informal trade recorded in ECENE for the same product and country,
extrapolated to a monthly value (i.e. multiplied by 31/10).

There is a clear risk of measurement error in traded values; the short sampling
period of ECENE is one reason to be concerned about this. Using monthly formal
trade data, the highest frequency available, reduces this issue without eliminating
it. Other sources of measurement error may exist in both trade data sources.

Therefore, one possible alternative is to ignore data on values traded, and to
code a product as 1 if it appears in the ECENE survey; 0 if it only appears in o�cial
trade records. We label this binary variable �entry to informality�. This may be
more reliable if we believe that our data sources will generally capture the presence
of trade of a given product correctly, without always measuring the volume or value
precisely. We will experiment with both methods in the empirical analysis.

2.2 Trade policy data

Context Benin is a founding member of the WAEMU, a customs union, along
with Togo, Niger and Burkina-Faso, and four other countries in the region. These
countries are also members of the ECOWAS, a larger regional grouping which also
includes Nigeria.

The WAEMU being a customs union, goods should in principle freely circulate
within it. Articles 4 and 77-81 of the WAEMU treaty de�ne free movement of goods
as one of the pillars of community freedoms. This, however, does not apply in
practice, and most products are subject to control at internal borders. Some goods
face tari�s at these customs, either because they have not WAEMU origin or fail

14Since we focus on trade of local products, we use origin, and not provenance, in both trade
data. Thus, imports mentioning Nigeria as origin are kept in our database, but imports with
Nigeria as provenance (and a third country as origin) are not. We will discuss further the issue of
the origin in the discussion of the results.
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to produce a certi�cation for it; or because of remaining tari�s and restrictions on
speci�c products as temporary measures.

WAEMU countries have however decided that free circulation applies for a set
of products known as produits du cru, i.e. non-transformed local products from
agriculture, mining and �shery. 15

Such products have traditionally been traded on secondary roads (Egg and Her-
rera, 1998), often not passing through o�cial customs crossing points. One reason
for this may be that the cost of transport through o�cial borders crossings may be
too high for local producers selling in nearby markets across the border. Such �ows
are thus often seen as di�cult to formalize. Indeed, our results show that this trade
remains essentially informal, despite the complete removal of tari�s. They may also
have positive e�ects on food security(Golub, 2015), which may encourage a tolerant
policy. Given these speci�cities, we will control for produits du cru in the empirical
analysis.

Within WAEMU, industrial products are facing higher e�ective restrictions on
movement, due in particular to stringent rules and administrative procedures to
certi�cate the origin of those goods (Ayuk and Kaboré, 2012). Products originating
outside the WAEMU space face a common external tari� (CET), which has four tari�
bands: 0% (essential social goods), 5% (basic goods, raw materials, equipment goods,
speci�c inputs), 10% (inputs and intermediate products) and 20% (�nal consumption
goods). This applied to products of Nigerian origin in 2011.

Nigeria's trade policy is more protectionist overall, with most-favored-nation
(MFN) tari�s reaching 35%, a list of import prohibitions on more than 25 groups of
items, as well as other non-tari� barriers. Within the ECOWAS (and thus, between
Benin and Nigeria), trade in produits du cru has also been liberalized since 1993, so
these products are also, in principle, circulating freely between members (Article 36
of the revised treaty). In practice, so-called tracasseries, i.e. various forms of infor-
mal taxation and restrictions are known to occur. Moreover, tari�s as reported by
ECOWAS countries in our data are not at zero for these products (except between
WAEMU countries), suggesting that this liberalization may not have been applied,
in e�ect, in the ECOWAS. Apart from produits du cru, in 2011 no preferential treat-
ment was applied by Nigeria on products from WAEMU countries: these products
were facing Nigeria's MFN tari�.

Data We use data on most-favored nation (MFN) tari�s as well as preferential
tari�s applied by Benin, Togo, Niger and Nigeria in 2011. Data on applied tari�s
are from the Market access Map data at the international trade center (ITC). These
are data on e�ective protection as reported by WTO member countries to the ITC.
Regarding WAEMU's common external tari�, we use data from the union for this
CET, averaged at the 6-digit level; there is little variation in tari� rates at 8-digit
lines.

15These include � mineral products extracted from [member countries'] soil or deposited on
the shore of the maritime coasts, live animals born within the community, harvested vegetable
products, �shery and hunting products, products extracted from the sea by boats registered in a
member state, products from live animals that are reared in a member state.�
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To de�ne the category produits du cru , we use WAEMU's treaty which lays
down a list for this category that we directly map with the 6 digit HS products in
our database. As a double check, we verify that the good is actually produced in the
country of interest, and that the applied tari�s are zero within the WAEMU zone.

Data on phyto-sanitary measures (SPS) and technical barriers to trade (TBT) are
obtained from the World Trade Organization's I-TIP Goods data.16 I-TIP goods pro-
vides comprehensive information on non-tari� measures (NTMs) applied by WTO
members in merchandise trade. For the countries of interest in our study, the data
cover all TBT and SPS multilateral measures at 8-digit level, initiated in di�erent
periods of time (from 1987 to 2013) and still in force in 2013. For our study we drop
all the SPS and TBT created after 2011, and we code a dummy SPS and a dummy
TBT as 1 if there is a measure at the 6 digit level, and 0 otherwise.

Product classi�cations To classify agricultural products we use the WTO clas-
si�cation at the 6 digit level, available online on the World Bank's World Integrated
Trade Solution (WITS) website. We use the classi�cation by Broad Economic Cat-
egories (BEC) of the UN, also available online, to identify parts and components.
The classi�cation developed by Rauch (1999) is used for di�erentiated products.
This author de�ned as di�erentiated those products without a reference price, or
without a price quoted on organized exchanges. 17 Rauch's de�nitions are based on
the 4-digit SITC Rev. 2 classi�cation, converted into HS codes using the concor-
dance provided by the World Bank's WITS. Finally, we use a classi�er for perishable
goods. We adopt a classi�cation provided by INRA (French institute of agricultural
research), and used in Emlinger et al. (2008).18

2.3 Descriptive statistics

Magnitude of informal trade In order to give a sense of the importance of infor-
mal trade at Benin's borders, we �rst give a look at orders of magnitude of informal
and formal trade �ows, as estimated with our data. The ECENE data allows us to
estimate the magnitude of informal trade �ows for a month's period, extrapolating
from the 10-day survey period. This can be compared to formal monthly trade data.

Figures from both sources are clearly subject to measurement and sampling error.
We see them as providing an indication of orders of magnitudes. In particular, it
is likely that o�cial �gures for trade within WAEMU, e.g. imports from Togo, are

16The database is available online at https://i-tip.wto.org/goods/default.aspx?language.
17Rauch (1999) proposes two de�nitions.The conservative de�nition minimizes the number of

commodities that are classi�ed as homogeneous goods, while the liberal de�nition maximizes this
number. We employ the conservative de�nition, but empirical results do not di�er much when
using the liberal one.

18The classi�cation of perishability among fresh goods is done according to the di�erent needs
and costs in terms of temperature and humidity conditions necessary to be transported during an
equal delay. The list also takes into account the expenses incurred during delivery. It includes live
animals, fresh meat, fresh �sh and molluscs, fresh milk, cream and yogurt, fresh dairy products,
live plants and fresh �owers, some fresh vegetables and fresh fruits. This is similar to the de�nition
provided, for example, by IATA in their perishable cargo regulations.
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overestimated. Some third-country products may declare WAEMU origin to bene�t
from preferential treatment; this is said to happen widely in the region. It could
explain the large �gure for o�cial imports from Togo.

Columns 1-3 in table 1 compare estimates of formal and informal total trade for
the month of September 2011, for imports in panel A and exports in panel B.

These �gures show the importance of informal trade, in particular across the
Benin-Nigeria and Benin-Togo borders. Estimates of trade with Niger and Burkina-
Faso are smaller, in part due to the shorter length of border shared with these
countries. There were also less survey points on these borders in ECENE: only
one crossing point with Burkina-Faso; 4 with Niger. For this reason, trade with
Burkina-Faso is ignored in the rest of the paper.19

Accounting for informal trade modi�es substantially the picture of regional trade.
In columns 4 and 5 of the table, we estimate the share of bilateral trade in Benin's
total trade, using formal trade data only (col. 4) or formal and informal (col. 5).
The share of Benin's imports from its four direct neighbours in the country's total
imports is 25.2%, if measured with o�cial trade data. This number increases to
34.6% if including our estimates of informal trade. Similarly, the share of WAEMU
countries and Nigeria, Benin's main regional partners, increases from 28.3% to 37.3%
when including informal trade. In the case of exports the change is even greater, the
share of Benin' exports to the four border countries over the total of Benin' exports
goes from 26.9% to 69.7%, when including informal trade. These �gures, however
not perfectly measured, are consistent with the view that regional integration in
sub-Saharan countries is signi�cantly underestimated in recorded trade data.

19Trade at the border with Niger is known to be important, in particular at Malanville which
sits on one of the main trade corridors. Part of this trade ultimately supplies Nigeria. Therefore,
we retain Niger in the analysis.
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Table 1: Benin's regional trade: o�cial trade versus ECENE (September 2011)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Value, 106 FCFA Share of Benin's

total imports/exports (%)
Formal Informal Ratio Formal Formal + Informal

Panel A-Imports
Nigeria 1401.41 10062.66 7.18 1.86 13.29
Togo 17622.47 683.23 0.04 23.36 21.22
Niger 6.35 47.49 7.48 0.01 0.06
Burkina 3.03 37.42 12.36 0.01 0.05
Total 4 19033.25 10830.80 0.57 25.23 34.61
Total WAEMU +Nigeria 21372.03 10847.02 0.51 28.33 37.34

Panel B-Exports
Nigeria 526.26 2699.10 5.13 7.85 48.10
Togo 77.61 153.09 1.97 1.16 3.44
Niger 1034.56 14.28 0.01 15.43 15.64
Burkina 165.79 1.51 0.01 2.47 2.50
Total 4 1804.22 2867.98 1.59 26.91 69.68
Total WAEMU +Nigeria 1913.08 2867.98 1.50 28.53 71.30
Source: Formal trade: customs data. Informal trade: ECENE survey. Col. 4, 5: share of
bilateral trade in Benin's total trade, formal data only (col. 4) or formal + informal (col.
5). 2011 exchange rate: 1USD=506 FCFA.
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Product composition Table 2 summarizes the product composition of informal
and formal trade �ows.

One observes that product disparity in informal trade is high, and generally
higher than in formal trade. Agricultural products are more frequent in the ECENE
database than in custom data. This is largely due to the contribution of produits du
cru, mostly agricultural and for which trade is most often informal.

Moreover, informal trade �ows cover a wide range of products and sectors. The
number of �ows at 4-digit and 2-digit levels of aggregation show that these �ows are
remarkably diversi�ed: for example, informal imports from Nigeria alone cover 62
2-digit sectors (chapters), out of a total of 99 existing chapters in the classi�cation.
Thus, informal trade is far from restricted to a few sectors.

Finally, an important feature of the data is that the product overlap between
formal and informal trade is relatively small. A minority of all HS6 products recorded
appears in both data sources. When aggregating product categories, the overlap is
more frequent, but remains limited. The pattern is more marked in the case of
exports.20 This remarkable feature suggests that informal and formal trade are two
distinct channels of trade, with a specialization of trade by product. To identify
which product characteristics explain this choice of trading mode will be the focus
of the analysis.

Table 11 in appendix shows the sector coverage of the data in more detail. It
con�rms the diversity of products traded informally. A large share of imports from
Nigeria are made up by the informal trade of oil; note that our product-level spec-
i�cations (one observation by product-country pair) will be little a�ected by this
dominance. However Benin also has substantial informal imports from Nigeria of
industrial products, e.g. textiles, transport equipment, and transformed food prod-
ucts. Imports from WAEMU (mostly Togo) are also not con�ned to raw agricultural
goods.

20This may be due in part to the small number of observations in the customs data, which
requires to be cautious with this data. Note however that, if we extend the span of time to a larger
period, the quarter September-November or the whole year 2011, thus including more formally
traded products, the overlap increases moderately but the general pattern remains.
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Table 2: Product composition of formal and informal trade

Number of Products
Imports Exports

Origin/destination ECENE Custom Overlap ECENE Custom Overlap

HS6
Nigeria 179(63) 181(15) 39(8) 109(63) 5(2) 2(1)
Togo 247(103) 232(47) 68(18) 111(50) 10(1) 3(1)
Niger 17 (8) 2 0 10(9) 10(1) 0
HS4
Nigeria 142 140 51 86 5 3
Togo 182 158 71 90 10 5
Niger 14 2 0 10 10 0
HS2
Nigeria 62 52 44 38 5 4
Togo 62 56 48 44 7 6
Niger 11 2 0 6 9 0

Source: ECENE survey and Benin's customs data. Period: September 2011. In parentheses
the number of agricultural products, as de�ned by the WTO, excl. processed food. Table
reports the number of distinct products appearing in each data source and bilateral trade
�ow, at 6-, 4- and 2-digit level of aggregation of the HS classi�cation.
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Statistics on estimation sample Our main samples cover imports and exports,
formal and informal, between Benin and Niger, Nigeria and Togo, in September
2011; the unit of observation is a product-country pair. The samples have a total
of 751 products-origins (imports) and 250 products-destinations (exports). Figure 3
illustrates the distribution of the informal share of trade, computed as in equation
1, in each sample. In the case of imports, 41% of products are traded only formally,
44.7% totally informal, while only 14.3% display both mode of trade. In the case of
exports, 90% are coded as informal.

Figure 3: Distribution of informal trade share

Tables 3 and 4 display descriptive statistics on the estimation samples. Tari�s
do not di�er signi�cantly between products traded formally and informally; this will
not be the case anymore once controlling for product characteristics in multi-varied
estimations. In particular, produits du cru are more often traded informally, despite
being applied zero (in WAEMU) or low (in ECOWAS) tari�s. This may be due to
higher distance and costs if using authorized routes rather than informal ones.21

Non-tari� measures, such as SPS and TBT, appear as associated with informal
trade. This is true also of perishable products, possibly due to time sensitiveness
of these products. In contrast, di�erentiated products, as well as parts and compo-
nents, are more likely to appear in formal trade records.

21At least 171 informal crossings existed at the time of the survey, while Benin's code des Douanes
lists about 30 authorized roads for import at all land borders.
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Table 3: Estimation sample: Benin's imports (september 2011)

Informal Formal In both Di�erence
Nb. product-country pairs (HS6) 443 415 107

Mean Mean
Benin applied tari� (2011) 9.13% 9.85%
to Nigeria 15.64% 14.86%
to WAEMU 4.72% 5.97%
Binary variables:
SPS measures Nb. products 81 31

Share 18.28% 7.47% ***
TBT measures 36 23 *

8.13% 5.54%
Produits du cru 115 14

25.96% 3.37% ***
Perishable 34 3

7.67% 0.72% ***
Di�erentiated 230 293

51.90% 70.60% ***
Parts and Components 16 31

3.61% 7.47% ***

HS-6 products appearing in Benin's o�cial imports (Customs data), in informal imports
(ECENE survey), or in both, from Nigeria, Niger or Togo. Niger and Togo are WAEMU
members. *, ***: statistically di�erent at 1, 10% level.

Table 4: Estimation sample: Benin's exports (september 2011)

Informal Formal In both
Nb. product-country pairs (HS6) 230 25 5

Mean Mean
Applied tari� to Benin (2011) 10.34% 8.45%
by Nigeria 16.73% 19%
by WAEMU 4.57% 5.80%
Binary variables:
SPS measures Nb. products 70 3

Share 30.43% 12% **
TBT measures 12 3

5.22% 12%
Import ban 28 2

12.17% 8%
Produits du cru 94 2

40.87% 8% ***
Perishable 32 0

13.91% 0% **
Di�erentiated 82 15

35.65% 60% **
Parts and Components 4 2

1.74% 8% **

HS-6 products appearing in Benin's o�cial imports (Customs data), in informal
imports (ECENE survey), or in both, from Nigeria, Niger or Togo. Niger and Togo
are WAEMU members.
**, ***: statistically di�erent at 5, 10% level.
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Figure 4 illustrates the tari� structure in more detail. A relationship between
tari�s and informality is apparent in the case of Benin's exports to Nigeria, with
more products traded informally around the 20% tari� band, however this relation
is subject to caution due to the low number of formal observations. Looking at
imports,we observe many products traded informally and formally from Nigeria at
the highest tari� band of the CET. Internal tari�s were largely dismantled in the
WAEMU, and we do observe that the majority of products face zero tari� in the
data. However, some products are still applied non-zero tari�s, due to progressive
reduction or temporary measures.

Figure 4: Distribution of tari� rates, 2011
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3 A model of trading mode choice

3.1 Theoretical model

In this section we build a simple model, which will serve as the basis for the empir-
ical exercise. We consider �rms trading goods across one of Benin's land borders.
We take the example of imports from Nigeria into Benin; the same logic applies to
imports from/exports to the other countries, which will be considered in the empir-
ical exercise. Each trading �rm (or �trader�) faces the choice of trading formally or
informally.

In the context of this paper, �formal trade� means crossing the border through
one of the o�cial land border crossings where customs operate, and having the
shipment registered by the custom agents. �Informal trade� means crossing the
border anywhere outside from the o�cial crossings, so that the shipments are not
recorded by customs and not subject to controls and duties.22 Informal crossings
are more numerous than formal ones.23

The formal and informal routes are two ways to move goods across the border,
which di�er in expected duration, cost and risk. We assume that trading costs for
formal/informal trade are independent: i.e. shipping some goods formally has no
impact on costs faced by the �rm faced for informal shipments.24

Cost of time: we denote λi a parameter capturing the impact of delays on the
value of a product i (e.g. its perishability). We model this cost of time as an iceberg
cost: if shipping time is ST , then one needs to ship 1 + λi.ST units of good so
that 1 unit arrives at destination. (Expected) shipping times on the formal and
informal routes are noted STF and STI respectively, and these values are assumed
to be known ex ante by the traders.

Monetary costs: crossing an o�cial custom point involves paying the tari� Ti on
the goods. Most tari�s considered here are ad-valorem : Ti is expressed as percentage
of shipment value. We ignore the possibility of underdeclaring/smuggling so that
tari�s paid at the custom would be lower than the o�cial duty Ti.

On the informal route, monetary costs also apply, which we assume may depend
on the tari� faced on the good : g(Ti) is the ad-valorem equivalent of these costs, we
expect g′ > 0. This may represent bribes paid to custom agents to reduce the risk
of a control. One possibility is that a bribe has to be paid in order to ensure that
no control will be applied to one's shipment (e.g. custom agents will not be sent to
the informal crossing point to block one's shipment). In the case of �rent sharing�
between the payer and the receiver of the bribe, we expect to have g(Ti) ≤ Ti (�collu-
sive corruption� in the terminology of Sequeira and Djankov (2014)). Alternatively,

22Smuggling and tari� evasion taking place at the customs, through misclassi�cation or under-
invoicing, is not considered here. We discuss in the next section how the empirical results could
be a�ected by it.

23For the purpose of the ECENE survey, 171 such crossings were identi�ed and included in the
sampling frame; while Benin's code des Douanes lists about 30 authorized roads for import.

24This is di�erent from the hypothesis made in e.g. Pitt (1981). In our case, products tend to
be traded either informally, or formally, rarely both (see section 2): this is one reason for not using
such an hypothesis.
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it may be the case that custom agents are in position to extract a bribe larger than
the tari� from traders : g(Ti) ≥ Ti (�coercive corruption� in Sequeira and Djankov
(2014)).

We denote by poi the price of product i on the origin market (i.e. Nigeria), and pdi
its price at destination (Benin). Traders are price takers on both markets. The cost
of delivering one unit to the �nal destination in Benin, if taking the formal route, is
given by (1 + λiSTF + Ti)p

o
i . We assume here that tari�s are applied to the origin

price (free on board price, excluding transport).
With informal trade, each trader also faces an idiosyncratic, unobserved, cost per

unit delivered, denoted v, in addition to the tari� and time costs. This is intended
to capture individual di�erences in access to some of the resources used in informal
trade: for example, some traders may have access to better information on the
routes, or to social capital which facilitates this type of trade operations. v is known
to each trader before deciding on the trading mode. Thus, the cost per unit of a
good transported informally is given by (1 + λiSTI + g(Ti) + v)poi . We denote by G
the cumulative distribution function of v among the traders.

For now, we make the additional assumption that (1 + λiSTF + Ti)p
o
i ≤ pdi , i.e.

formal trade is pro�table, so that product i is traded (at least formally) between
Nigeria and Benin. We will relax this assumption later on.

Traders minimize trading costs. Therefore, a trader chooses the informal route
if:

λi(STF − STI) + Ti − g(Ti) ≥ v (2)

The probability of a trader of good i going informal then writes

P [Informali] = G(λi(STF − STI) + Ti − g(Ti)) (3)

This equation shows that the probability, for a trader of a good i, to choose
informality increases with the tari� Ti if g

′ < 1,that is, if the tari� increases more
the costs of formal than of informal trade. We see this as the most likely case.

The probability also increases with λi if STF − STI > 0. So, if formal trade is
slower than informal trade, then we expect informal trade to be more frequent for
time-sensitive products, e.g. perishable products, all else equal.

Aggregating traders To go from the individual probability in equation 3, to the
informal share of trade by product, let us assume a number N of traders operating
in sector i, who draw independent costs v from the same distribution. The share
of traders going informal, in sector i, then follows a binomial distribution with
individual probability p = G(Di), with Di = λi(STF − STI) + Ti − g(Ti). p is the
expected value of the share of traders going informal. With traders of identical size,

this is equal to the value share of informal trade in total trade of good i,
Xinf

i

Xi
:

E[
X inf

i

Xi

] = G(Di) (4)
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As explained in section 2, we may want to work instead with a binary variable,
an indicator for informal trade, rather than with the informal share of trade. This
avoids using trade values in the formal and informal channel, XF

i and XInf
i , which

are subject to measurement and sampling errors. We show in section 2 that only
a minority of products appear in both formal and informal trade data: the infor-
mal/formal share is at 0 or 1 for most products, so that a binary model applies
naturally to the data.

Let us consider the probability25 that a product is traded informally, X inf
i > 0.

Under the same assumption of a market of N traders of identical size for good i,
this probability, for good i is given by:

P [X inf
i > 0] = 1− [1−G(Di)]

N (5)

G(Di) is, as before, the probability that an individual trader chooses informality.
Zero informal trade implies that all traders go formal, which with independent draws
is equal to [1−G(Di)]

N .
Assuming a logistic form for G, the probability of informal trade can be written

as:

P [X inf
i > 0] = 1−

[
1

1 + eDi

]N
= hN(Di) (6)

A �rst case to consider is N = 1, i.e. a monopoly in good i's trade. Then, the
above probability is given by G(Di). With G logistic, we obtain a logit model.

Parameter N is di�cult for us to evaluate, but likely to be greater than one
for many products. For example, we observe, in ECENE data for informal �ows,
numerous shipments of the same good at di�erent points (on the same border),
which suggests the presence of several (independent) traders.

With N > 1, the probability function hN is steeper. Without certain information
regarding the functional form, we will, in the empirical exercise, rely on linear and
logit functions.

Formal trade not always pro�table Let us now lift the hypothesis that formal
trade is always pro�table. This introduces the possibility of a share of informal trade

equal to 1. The expected share of informal trade (for traded products), si =
Xinf

i

Xi
,

can now be written as:

E[si|Xi > 0] = G(Di) if 1 + λi.STF + Ti ≤ pdi /p
o
i (7)

E[si|Xi > 0] = 1 if 1 + λi.STF + Ti > pdi /p
o
i (8)

The second equation corresponds to the case where only informal trade is prof-
itable. Note that, as before, we consider only products for which there is trade of at
least one type, so that the informal share of trade is de�ned.

25This is the probability of informal trade, conditional on being traded; since we assumed that
formal trade exists.
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In binary model form, the probability of informal trade (conditional on being
traded) can be expressed by:

P [X inf
i > 0|Xi > 0] = 1− [1−G(Di)]

N if 1 + λi.STF + Ti ≤ pdi /p
o
i (9)

P [X inf
i > 0|Xi > 0] = 1 if 1 + λi.STF + Ti > pdi /p

o
i (10)

Thus, at low tari� levels, this probability follows the same function as in equation
5; above a threshold value, the probability goes to 1.

3.2 Econometric speci�cation

Equation 4 speci�es our main speci�cation as a fractional response model. We
estimate it as a generalized linear model (GLM) which can be estimated with a
quasi-maximum likelihood estimator, as in Papke and Wooldridge (1996). We will
employ this estimator with a logistic function for G. The model is identi�ed under
the assumption

E[
X inf

i

Xi

] = G(β1.Xi + β2.Zic) (11)

with
Xinf

i

Xi
the share of informal trade in total trade of product i.

β1.Xi + β2.Zic is the empirical counterpart of λi(STF − STI) + Ti − g(Ti). Zic is
a vector of trade policy variables (tari�s, binary indicators for non-tari� measures)
varying across product and destination.26 Xi is a vector of product characteristics
(perishability; an indicator for produits du cru, for di�erentiated products and for
parts and components).

The model is estimated on the sample of products traded in September 2011
(i.e. products appearing in at least one of the formal and informal trade records).
The ECENE survey covers a 10-day period in that month; we match this data with
monthly customs data for September. The dependent variable is the informal share
of trade as estimated in the data.

Alternatively, we rely on the binary form of the model (equation 5), to exploit
only information on the presence of each product in formal/informal trade, and not
the value or volume traded, subject to caution. 27

Our preferred speci�cation in this case is a linear probability model:

P [Informalic] = β1Xi + β2Zic + γc (12)

26Tari�s will be introduced in log form, log(1 + t) with t the ad-valorem duty, in order to allow
for non-linearities in the g function. Results are similar when using tari�s in levels.

27Errors in product codes are rare in ECENE data, suggesting that misclassi�cation of products
by surveyors is minimal. Therefore we think the information on the presence of products in informal
trade reliable even if the estimated traded value is not.
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We estimate this model by OLS on the sample with the dependent variable taking
the value of 1 if we observe informal trade of product i (de�ned at HS-6 level) with
country c, 0 otherwise. Xi and Zic are de�ned as above, and γc are �xed-e�ects for
the country of origin/destination of trade.

The linear form is intended to approximate for function hN in equation 6. The
aim is to estimate the slope of the informality curve, with respect to tari�s and
other determinants. We will also employ logit models as an alternative functional
form. Overall, results on the marginal e�ects of tari�s and other determinants, on
informality of trade, are highly consistent across GLM, linear, and logit models.

In the case where formal trade is not always pro�table, the model is identi�ed by
E[si|Ti, λi] = f(Ti, λi), with f(Ti, λi) = G(Di) if λi.STF + Ti ≤ pdi and f(Ti, λi) = 1
else. We estimate this model by approaching function f with a logistic or a linear
probability function.

Estimation issues A �rst issue to consider is selection into the sample, in partic-
ular for informal products. Our data source for these is the ECENE survey, which
possibly fails to measure all informally traded products in the period considered.
This can be an issue if this sampling selection is non-random. The main concern
is that products facing higher protection could be harder to observe: these may be
traded at night, or on routes not covered by the surveyors; traders of such products
may be more reluctant to answer to surveyors. If these products are facing higher
tari�s (i.e. if there is a correlation between tari�s and unobserved determinants of
informality, such as other restrictions on trade), then this could imply an underesti-
mation of the impact of tari�s on informality. In that case, our coe�cient estimate
may represent a lower bound of the true impact.

A related concern is selection on formally traded products. Customs trade data
may also be viewed with caution. Evasion at customs, by way of underinvoicing
or misclassi�cation, has been studied in e.g. Fisman and Wei (2004), Javorcik and
Narciso (2008). This is distinct from the type of informal trade we consider, which
avoids customs; the two may coexist. In the case of underinvoicing, products should
still appear in our binary speci�cation (in which each product traded is coded with
a binary value); but they would be incorrectly coded as formal trade (since they
appear in customs trade records), despite the fact that part of the trade has been
smuggled. Some products may also be missing altogether.

We view this type of evasion as distinct from our focus. Our results may be
a�ected, if there is some substitution between the two forms of evasion. For example,
if evasion at customs is easier, then some high-tari� products will appear as �formal�
in our sample (being recorded at customs), causing a downward bias of the tari�
coe�cient. In the results section, we discuss how our results for trade between
WAEMU countries seem to be a�ected by this, due to the fact that some products
are likely traded at customs with a fake WAEMU origin (misclassi�cation).

Overall, one could wish to estimate the elasticity of all forms of evasion to trade
barriers, but our data does not allow us to estimate this parameter. In the results
section, we will compare our estimates with those from the literature on evasion at
customs, and discuss some policy implications.
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4 Estimation results

4.1 Results: imports

Table 5 presents our �rst set of results with a linear probability model.
In columns 1 to 5 we use the whole sample of imports from Nigeria, Niger and

Togo. The tari� level applied by Benin on imports from these countries has a
positive and signi�cant impact on the probability of observing informal trade of a
given product. This is true once we control for the list of local unprocessed goods,
produits du cru, and for non-tari� barriers to trade: SPS measures and technical
barriers to trade (TBT).

As explained earlier, produits du cru have long been traded through borders in
the region, often on non o�cial roads. Trade restrictions have been lifted for these
products within the WAEMU, as well as, in principle, in the ECOWAS. Our results
con�rm that these products are, for the most part, crossing borders at non o�cial
crossing points. This may be due in part to the cost of trading on authorized routes,
less widespread than the informal ones, for a trade that is local in nature.

We include sequentially product characteristics: perishability, di�erentiated goods
in column 4, parts and components. The impact of tari�s and non-tari� measures
remains generally stable across these speci�cations.

Perishable products are more likely to be traded informally. The reverse is true
for di�erentiated goods and parts, although these e�ects are not signi�cant.

In column 6, we drop produits du cru from the sample, to verify that our results
hold when excluding these products. This raises the coe�cient on tari�s and non-
tari� barriers slightly. But only the coe�cient on the perishable dummy increases
signi�cantly. Note that 9 perishable products are left when excluding produits du cru
(out of a total of 35). We therefore view the estimated coe�cient for this variable
with some caution.28

In columns 7-11 we test the model separately on trade with Nigeria, and with
WAEMU countries (Togo and Niger). Results di�er importantly. They show that
the measured impact of tari�s is driven by trade with Nigeria: the coe�cient is
higher, at 1.3 to 1.5, on imports from this country. This implies that raising the
tari� on one product by 10 percentage points increases the probability that this
product be traded informally, rather than formally, by about 0.12, or 0.14 when
excluding products du cru.29 The ad-valorem equivalent of an SPS is estimated at
23 to 30% (col. 7-8).

By contrast, we detect no signi�cant impact of tari�s for WAEMU trade. We
include the external tari� (CET) in columns 10-11: if origin certi�cation is missing or
costly, imports from member countries may face the external tari�. The coe�cient
on the two tari� variables is positive, and similar (consistent with the hypothesis
that the CET matters), but non signi�cant.

Interpreting this result is not straightforward. Statistics presented in section 2

28Among 97 products with a SPS, 46 are not du cru. 50 products face a TBT and 38 are not du
cru.

29In our speci�cation the marginal impact of a tari� raise is given by dP = β dT
1+T , we take the

value of the impact at the mean value of tari�s.
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(tables 1,2) show that informal trade is far from negligible, in value and in prod-
uct diversity, between WAEMU countries. Nor is is restricted to produits du cru.
Thus, trade integration in the union has not suppressed informal trade; nor has it
suppressed tari� barriers: non-zero applied tari�s remain on a number of products
(see �gure 4). A lower tari� coe�cient could indicate that it is easier to circumvent
tari�s at the customs, so that taking the informal road to avoid customs becomes
unnecessary. Anecdotal evidence suggests that numerous third-country imports cir-
culate within WAEMU with a local label: this could be the case in particular for
products imported in Togo, then labeled with a Togo origin and re-exported to
Benin or Nigeria through Benin. This is likely to explain the high volume of o�cial
imports from Togo in Benin. It would also bias our coe�cient downward.

One way to test this interpretation would be to use mirror data for the same
trade �ows, i.e. the data as reported by Togo and Niger on their exports to Benin:
the incentive to declare a product with WAEMU origin may exist at the importing
country's customs, where tari�s have to be paid, but not at the exporter's. Total
trade is indeed lower in the exporters' data for these same bilateral �ows.

We have such data for the year 2011 but not at monthly frequency. In subsec-
tion 4.3, we perform these tests using yearly data, which yield positive and higher
coe�cients on tari�s, in line with the hypothesis.

Alternative functional forms In Table 6 we report average marginal e�ects from
the logit estimation. Results are in line with our previous results and quantitatively
similar. The marginal impact of the tari� variable on the probability of informal
trade is estimated at 1.4 - 1.6 on imports from Nigeria. This coe�cient is not
signi�cant on WAEMU trade (Togo and Niger). The coe�cient for perishability is
signi�cant on the whole sample and on the WAEMU sample, but not when dropping
produits du cru. It cannot be estimated on the Nigeria sample as this variable
perfectly predicts informality. Di�erentiated products are less likely to be traded
informally, and the coe�cient is now weakly signi�cant, in the Nigeria sample.

In table 7, we estimate a GLM fractional response model, in which the dependent
variable is the share of informal trade in total trade of a product. Results are again
consistent with the previous speci�cations. This can be explained in part by the fact
that the informal share is at 0 or 1 for a majority of observations: thus the GLM
model on shares (using a logit function), and the binary logit model are close.

The coe�cients on tari�s and SPS and TBT barriers are close, slightly smaller
than the values estimated with the linear and logit models. The coe�cient on
perishable is subject to caution in the Nigeria sample, due again to the fact that
all such products are informal. In the WAEMU sample (Togo and Niger), it is
signi�cant at the 10% level.

We note that di�erentiated products are again signi�cantly associated with for-
mal trade, in the case of trade with Nigeria. This is consistent with the results of
Javorcik and Narciso (2008), who show that di�erentiated products are subject to
larger tari� evasion at customs, due to the di�culties in assessing their quality and
price. Our results appear as consistent with this mechanism, if price manipulation
at customs is easier for di�erentiated goods than for homogeneous ones.

We experimented with alternative speci�cations to check the robustness of the
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Table 5: Informality in imports.
Binary model, linear estimations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Dep. variable: 1 if informal

Nigeria only Togo and Niger
no cru no cru no cru

Applied tari� 0.43 0.52∗ 0.60∗∗ 0.61∗∗ 0.67∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗ 1.51∗∗∗ 0.15 0.33 0.67
(0.27) (0.27) (0.28) (0.28) (0.30) (0.43) (0.50) (0.38) (0.52) (0.60)

CET minus 0.21 0.55
applied tari� (0.41) (0.52)

SPS measures 0.14∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗ 0.08 0.07 0.09
(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.10)

TBT 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.14∗ 0.20∗∗ 0.23∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.07 0.08 0.12
(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.11) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.12)

Perishable 0.16∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗ 0.20 0.15∗∗ 0.14∗∗ 0.30∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.11) (0.07) (0.16) (0.06) (0.06) (0.14)
Di�erentiated -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.09 -0.10 -0.02 -0.03 -0.04

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
Parts and -0.11 -0.11 -0.09 -0.09 -0.10 -0.09 -0.08
components (0.10) (0.10) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

Produit du cru 0.42∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.36∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06)
Observations 751 751 751 751 751 628 321 275 430 430 353
R2 0.104 0.111 0.116 0.123 0.126 0.044 0.160 0.096 0.110 0.111 0.027

Standard errors in parentheses. Regressions are clustered at product level.* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records for Benin's imports from Nigeria, Togo,
Niger, in September 2011. Dep. variable: 1 if product is traded informally, 0 else.
Tari�s are measured as log(1+ ad-valorem rate). CET-applied tari� : WAEMU's external tari� minus Benin's applied tari�
to Togo and Niger. SPS measures, TBT (technical barriers to trade): 1 if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure
on one HS-8 product line within the HS-6 code. All models have country �xed-e�ects except col. 7-8.

results. One alternative is to test the sensitivity of results to the presence of some
products in both trade channels, formal and informal. We dropped these products
and estimated a logit model: results are presented in the appendix, and are in line
with previous results. We also tried labelling such products as formal instead of
informal, in binary response models, i.e. looking at the exit of formality margin,
and not at the entry into informality. Finally, we estimated linear models on the
informal share, as an alternative to GLM. Overall, the results are consistent with
those presented here. These results are available on request.
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Table 6: Informality in imports.
Binary model, Logit estimations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep. variable: 1 if informal

Nigeria only Togo and Niger
no �cru� no �cru�

Applied tari� 0.592∗∗ 1.425∗∗∗ 1.568∗∗∗ 0.164 0.301 0.665
(0.254) (0.448) (0.508) (0.322) (0.487) (0.583)

CET - applied tari� 0.161 0.544
(0.421) (0.511)

SPS measures 0.184∗∗∗ 0.422∗∗∗ 0.597∗∗∗ 0.084 0.081 0.086
(0.068) (0.144) (0.217) (0.078) (0.078) (0.099)

TBT 0.141 0.258∗∗ 0.356∗∗ 0.064 0.068 0.123
(0.088) (0.126) (0.139) (0.109) (0.110) (0.132)

Perishable 0.463∗∗ 0.404∗ 0.399∗ 0.374
(0.216) (0.217) (0.218) (0.260)

Parts and components -0.095 -0.077 -0.091 -0.082 -0.077 -0.080
(0.087) (0.098) (0.110) (0.104) (0.104) (0.120)

Di�erentiated -0.036 -0.103∗ -0.108 -0.009 -0.012 -0.035
(0.043) (0.060) (0.067) (0.051) (0.052) (0.062)

Produit du cru 0.435∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗ 0.443∗∗∗ 0.443∗∗∗

(0.079) (0.125) (0.099) (0.099)

Observations 751 321 275 430 430 353

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions are clustered at the HS6 level.
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Average marginal e�ects. Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records
for Benin's imports from Nigeria, Togo, Niger, in September 2011. SPS measures, TBT (technical barriers
to trade): 1 if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure on one HS-8 product line within the HS-6
code. Perishable is dropped in Nigeria sample because it perfectly predicts informality.
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Table 7: Informality in imports.
GLM estimations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep. variable: informal share

Nigeria only Togo and Niger
no �cru� no �cru�

Applied tari� 0.719∗∗∗ 1.155∗∗∗ 1.306∗∗∗ 0.461 -0.050 0.054
(0.244) (0.445) (0.504) (0.297) (0.454) (0.537)

CET - applied tari� -0.603 -0.554
(0.399) (0.484)

SPS measures 0.105∗ 0.257∗∗ 0.465∗∗∗ 0.030 0.041 0.048
(0.058) (0.108) (0.164) (0.073) (0.073) (0.091)

TBT 0.098 0.225∗∗ 0.303∗∗ 0.006 -0.009 0.007
(0.073) (0.115) (0.120) (0.095) (0.094) (0.112)

Perishable 0.287∗∗ 2.914∗∗∗ 3.242∗∗∗ 0.222∗ 0.242∗ 0.194
(0.129) (0.196) (0.246) (0.135) (0.137) (0.184)

Parts and components -0.105 -0.071 -0.074 -0.125 -0.145 -0.163
(0.069) (0.097) (0.106) (0.102) (0.106) (0.120)

Di�erentiated -0.062∗ -0.120∗∗ -0.138∗∗ -0.025 -0.012 -0.022
(0.037) (0.056) (0.064) (0.049) (0.050) (0.058)

Produit du cru 0.466∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗ 0.527∗∗∗ 0.525∗∗∗

(0.064) (0.104) (0.080) (0.080)
Observations 751 321 275 430 430 353

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions are clustered at the HS6 level.
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Marginal e�ects. Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records for Benin's
imports from Nigeria, Togo, Niger, in September 2011. SPS measures, TBT (technical barriers to trade): 1
if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure on one HS-8 product line within the HS-6 code.
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Implications for tari� revenues We now consider the implications of our results
for tari� revenue. Omitting the product index, tari� revenues can be written as
RT = T.Xf with T the ad-valorem tari� and Xf the value of formal imports for a
given product. Our linear speci�cation implies

d

(
Xinf

Xf +Xinf

)
= β.dT/(1 + T ) (13)

with β our estimate of the tari� coe�cient (since tari�s enter the speci�cation
as ln(1 + T )).

Di�erentiating lnRT = ln(T.Xf ), and rearranging, one obtains:

d lnRT

dT
=
d ln(Xf +Xinf )

dT
+ 1/T − Xf +Xinf

Xf

.
β

1 + T
(14)

In this equation, the �rst term is the impact of a tari� change on total trade of
the product. It is unknown to us, but likely to be smaller than or equal to zero.30

The other two terms correspond to the revenue change due to the tari� change it-
self, and to the change in the share of trade subject to taxation. Note that we assume
here, that all formal trade pays the entire tari�s due; things may get more complex
if considering the possibility of evasion (e.g. by underinvoicing or misclassi�cation)
at customs.

A su�cient condition for a tari� increase to have a negative impact on tari�
revenues, is that β ≥ Xf

Xf+Xinf
.1+T

T
.

In the context of this study, two particular cases are of interest, as they are the
most frequent in the data: those where

Xf

Xf+Xinf
is equal to 0 or 1. If there are zero

formal imports, then there are zero revenues, and the impact of a tari� raise is zero.
At the opposite extreme, when informal trade is zero, then the impact on revenues

can very well be positive (provided that total trade does not contract too much):
with β at about 1.3 to 1.5, and Benin's tari�s below 20%, β is far smaller than 1+T

T
,

so the last two terms in equation 14 are positive.
Thus, the implications for revenues di�er across products. For products heavily

traded on the informal channel, tari� increases will not raise additional revenues,
as the tax base has already vanished. This concerns in particular products with
characteristics which make them prone to informal trade, such as produits du cru,
or perishable products. On the other hand, for products which are traded mostly
on the formal channel, our estimates suggest that Benin �nds itself on the left (i.e.,
revenue-increasing) part of the La�er curve.31

We note that this conclusion di�ers from that of Fisman and Wei (2004), who
�nd, in the case of trade from Hong-Kong to China, that, at the average level of
China's tax rate, the relationship between revenues and tax rates is already nega-
tive. The elasticity of evasion to the tax rate is higher in their study than in ours,
which explains this result.32 This underlines the di�erence in the types of evasion

30The same assumption is made in Fisman and Wei (2004).
31The median value of the formal share of trade in the sample of Nigerian imports is 53%. With

β at 1.3, 1/T − Xf+Xinf

Xf
. β
1+T ≥ 0 for tari�s below 69%. Thus d lnRT

dT is likely to be positive for all

products above the median formal share.
32Estimates in Fisman and Wei (2004) imply that a one percentage point increase in tari� should
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considered. Evasion such as that studied by these authors, is thought to be due to
various manipulations at customs, such as misclassi�cation and underreporting of
unit values. It involves using the same physical routes for trade as for legal trade.
This may explain a higher elasticity of evasion to tax rates, as switching from le-
gal to illegal trade may be possible without major reorganization of the logistics
of trade. By contrast, we consider a form of informal trade which takes place on
di�erent routes, specializes in di�erent products, and likely involves di�erent actors.
Tax elasticities are lower in this case. One consequence is that tari� reductions may
not always help to restore revenue.

raise the �import gap� by about 3%. The import gap corresponds to
Xf+Xinf

Xf
here.
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4.2 Results: exports

We turn to estimates of the determinants of informality in Benin's exports. The
sample contains all products appearing as exports of Benin to Nigeria, Togo and
Niger, whether in o�cial records for the month of September 2011, in the ECENE
database of informal �ows, or both. Note that this sample is smaller than for
imports, with a total of 250 observations (product-country pairs): 112 products
traded with Nigeria, 138 with the WAEMU countries. Most problematically, the
number of observations in the o�cial trade records is very small: only 3 products
appear in o�cial �ows with Nigeria, 17 with Togo and Niger. This probably signals
serious error or selection issues in formal trade records. We estimated the model on
this sample for completeness but treat these estimates with much caution.

Table 8 displays results of the linear probability model. Left-hand side variables
di�er by country of destination: in the case of Nigeria, we include an binary variable
for import bans (columns 1-4). In the case of WAEMU countries (Togo and Niger),
in columns 5-9, we include, as for imports, two tari� variables: one is the applied
preferential tari�; the other is WAEMU's common external tari� (CET). Products
from Benin may face this external tari� in WAEMU countries, if preferences are
not applied or if origin is not certi�ed. Therefore, we include this variable (in
di�erence) to test for a potential impact on informality. For clarity , we report
separate estimates for trade to Nigeria, and to the WAEMU countries.

Few variables are signi�cant. In the Nigeria sample, import bans attract a posi-
tive, non-signi�cant coe�cient. The interaction between bans and tari�s is negative,
re�ecting the fact that tari�s have less impact in the case of products under ban.
However, when controlling for non-tari� measures, these variables have a positive
impact, and the tari� coe�cient becomes slightly negative (non-signi�cant). These
results are evidently rendered unstable by the small number of observations in formal
records, and should be viewed with caution.33

In the case of trade with Togo and Niger, tari� variables have positive (non-
signi�cant) coe�cients, similar in size to those for imports. Non-tari� measures
also have positive coe�cients. The only signi�cant variable is the Produits du cru
indicator, which has a value slightly smaller than for imports. This con�rms the
prevalence of informality for trade in these local products.

Results of GLM estimation (table 9) are similar.34 As above, we have little
trust in estimates on the Nigeria sample. In the WAEMU, Produits du cru is again
associated with informal �ows, this is also true for perishable products. This is in
line with results on imports. Di�erentiated products tend to be more often traded
formally, again in line with results on imports.

33In unreported results, we built a sample with formal trade data for a 3-month or yearly period,
combined with the same ECENE data for informal trade. Results are more signi�cant, and the
tari� and ban variables have expected signs. However these results are problematic as the period
coverage between the two sources di�ers widely, creating potential issues due to selection and
seasonality. We therefore decided not to retain them.

34Logit estimates do not converge.
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Table 8: Informality in exports. Linear model

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Dep. variable: 1 if informal

Nigeria Togo and Niger
no cru no cru

Applied tari� 0.031 -0.064 -0.070 -0.140 0.063 0.170 0.170 0.385 0.657
(0.195) (0.225) (0.249) (0.378) (0.415) (0.556) (0.572) (0.616) (0.842)

CET-applied tari� 0.124 0.095 0.090 0.398
(0.434) (0.429) (0.448) (0.660)

Import ban -0.580 -0.695 -0.662 -0.901
× Applied tari� (0.635) (0.628) (0.608) (0.754)
Import ban 0.112 0.137 0.130 0.190

(0.091) (0.095) (0.091) (0.128)

SPS measures 0.042 0.043 0.068 0.049 0.038 -0.132
(0.033) (0.033) (0.052) (0.080) (0.098) (0.138)

TBT 0.047 0.047 0.047 0.020 0.050 0.068
(0.031) (0.032) (0.036) (0.128) (0.128) (0.138)

Produit du cru 0.039 0.022 0.022 0.194*** 0.194*** 0.190*** 0.172***
(0.028) (0.018) (0.025) (0.051) (0.052) (0.055) (0.052)

Perishable pdt. 0.009 0.014
(0.013) (0.059)

Di�erentiated pdt. 0.007 0.006 -0.081 -0.126
(0.044) (0.053) (0.060) (0.088)

Destination Country F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.036 0.048 0.048 0.041 0.299 0.300 0.301 0.312 0.392
N 112 112 112 67 138 138 138 138 89

Standard errors in parentheses. Regressions are clustered at HS6 level. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records for Benin's exports to Nigeria, Togo, Niger, September
2011. MFN-applied tari� : WAEMU's external tari� minus Togo, Niger's applied tari� to Beninese products. SPS measures, TBT
(technical barriers to trade): 1 if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure on one HS-8 product line within the HS-6 code.

Table 9: Informality in exports. GLM estimation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Dep. variable: informal share

Nigeria Togo and Niger
no cru no cru

Applied tari� 0.096 -0.046 -0.088 -0.169 0.188 0.192 0.178 0.504 0.650
(0.227) (0.233) (0.221) (0.339) (0.309) (0.454) (0.461) (0.585) (0.874)

CET-applied tari� 0.005 -0.010 0.003 0.074
(0.406) (0.400) (0.470) (0.699)

Import ban × -0.393 -0.707 -0.793 -17.414**
Applied tari� (0.427) (0.495) (0.503) (7.489)
Import ban 0.060 0.119 0.136 3.146**

(0.093) (0.104) (0.106) (1.363)
SPS measures 0.077 0.087 2.074** 0.033 -0.004 -0.135

(0.059) (0.058) (0.893) (0.069) (0.096) (0.157)
TBT 0.497** 0.575** 0.937** -0.038 0.005 -0.004

(0.218) (0.246) (0.411) (0.097) (0.066) (0.101)
Produit du cru 0.063 0.033 -0.006 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.189*** 0.147***

(0.055) (0.037) (0.046) (0.043) (0.043) (0.045) (0.056)
Perishable pdt. 0.532** 0.146***

(0.223) (0.024)
Di�erentiated pdt. -0.012 -0.013 -0.131** -0.153**

(0.041) (0.065) (0.066) (0.077)
Destination Country F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 112 112 112 67 138 138 138 138 89

Standard errors in parentheses.All regressions are clustered at the HS6 level and include a constant term.

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Marginal e�ects. Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records for Benin's exports to Nigeria,
Togo, Niger, September 2011. MFN-applied tari� : WAEMU's external tari� minus Togo, Niger's applied tari� to Beninese products.
SPS measures, TBT (technical barriers to trade): 1 if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure on one HS-8 product line
within the HS-6 code.
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4.3 Results: annual imports, using mirror data

We now present additional results on annual data for imports. As explained in
section 4.1, we suspect our results on imports from WAEMU countries to be in�u-
enced by measurement error in the origin of imports: some third-country imports
may be declared as originating from Togo to bene�t from preferential WAEMU tar-
i�s. This practice could also explain the results in Carrère (2013), who �nds trade
�ows within the WAEMU zone greater than the potential trade estimated with a
gravity equation. This would bias the tari� coe�cient downward (if this practice
is more prevalent with high-tari� products), and could thus explain the lower and
non-signi�cant tari� coe�cient found on WAEMU trade.

To test for this, we estimate the same model using mirror trade data, i.e. Togo's
and Niger's exports to Benin as reported by the exporter. Only yearly data were
available for this. We thus match yearly data on formal trade with the same ECENE
data. The discrepancy in time coverage implies that the estimated coe�cients are
subject to caution. But our interest here is mainly to test our hypothesis, by asking
which way the coe�cient moves when changing the source of data. If false origin
declarations are more frequent in the importer's (Benin) trade data than in the
exporters' (Togo and Niger), then we expect the tari� coe�cient to increase when
using mirror data.35

Table 10 shows results from estimation on yearly imports as declared by Benin(columns
1-4), or using Comtrade data as reported by Togo and Niger for the same trade �ows,
i.e. exports to Benin.36

The left panel shows that results are overall little a�ected by using yearly data:
most coe�cients are essentially similar to those in table 5. Note that, with respect
to the previous sample, this sample has additional data for formal imports (those
recorded in other months of 2011), while the data for informal trade are unchanged.
One important di�erence, however, is that the tari� coe�cients are now positive and
signi�cant for WAEMU trade, indicating that the external tari� (CET) is associated
with a higher prevalence of informal trade. Increasing the sample size probably
contributes to this higher signi�cance. The tari� coe�cients are slightly higher than
in table 5. Note that we still observe a much higher tari� coe�cient on Nigeria trade
than on WAEMU trade.

Using mirror data changes this: as shown on the right panel, the tari� coe�cient
for WAEMU trade is now similar to that obtained for Nigeria trade. The last column
indicates that the both the external tari� (CET) and the applied (preferential) tari�
have a positive impact on the probability of trading a product informally. The
coe�cient on the CET is 1.45, very similar to the measured impact on Nigeria's
imports. The CET has the larger impact, while the applied tari� has a positive,
but smaller impact. This suggests that the access to preferential treatment may be

35As already noted, the total volume of trade from Togo to Benin is higher in Benin's than in
Togo's data: in 2011, 56 bn. FCFA in Togo's data, 110 billion in Benin's. This is consistent with
our hypothesis. Note also that the opposite is true when looking at �ows from Benin to Togo: in
other words, in both cases the volume is higher in the importer's reports, again in accordance with
our hypothesis.

36We do not consider mirror �ows with Nigeria. Comtrade data with Nigeria as reported are
clearly incomplete. Our interest here is on WAEMU trade.
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costly or di�cult for WAEMU products.
This tends to con�rm that the measured impact of tari�s on informality of trade

holds both for trade between Benin and Nigeria, and between Benin and its WAEMU
co-members, without clear sign of a di�erence in impact between the two. These re-
sults are also in line with our hypothesis, that the tari� coe�cient is underestimated
when using Benin's data on WAEMU imports, due to misclassi�cation of the origin
of import �ows.

Table 10: Informality in annual imports.
Binary model, linear estimations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Dep. variable: 1 if informal

Benin as reporter Mirror data (Togo and Niger)
All Nigeria Togo and Niger All Togo and Niger

Applied tari� 0.33∗∗ 1.26∗∗∗ -0.18 0.50∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗ 2.32∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.25) (0.21) (0.27) (0.20) (0.36) (0.49)
CET - applied tari� 0.88∗∗∗ 1.45∗∗∗

(0.25) (0.40)

SPS measures 0.24∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06)
TBT 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.10∗ 0.14 0.16

(0.05) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.10) (0.10)

Perishable 0.18∗∗ 0.07 0.20∗∗ 0.16∗ 0.13∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗

(0.08) (0.14) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)
Parts & components -0.06 -0.03 -0.06 -0.03 -0.06 -0.13 -0.08

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.13) (0.12)
Di�erentiated -0.03 -0.08∗∗ 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.14∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗

(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)
Produit du cru 0.48∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)
Observations 1604 661 943 943 1070 409 409
R2 0.171 0.195 0.174 0.186 0.286 0.178 0.207

Standard errors in parentheses. All regressions are clustered at the HS6 level.
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Left panel: Comtrade data for 2011 (reporter: Benin) and ECENE survey data. Right panel: Comtrade
data for 2011 (reporters Togo, Niger) and ECENE survey data. For annual HS-6 products we keep the HS-6
products recorded in september 2011.
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5 Conclusion

Informal cross-border trade is pervasive and persistent in many developing regions
and in particular in Africa. This paper exploits a rich survey of informal trade
at Benin's borders, conducted by the National Institute of Statistics in September
2011, to study the relationship between trade barriers and informality. First, the
data allows estimating the magnitude of informal �ows. We show that accounting for
informal trade modi�es substantially the picture of regional trade, con�rming that
regional trade integration in West Africa is signi�cantly underestimated in o�cial
trade data. Second, we measure a positive semi-elasticity of informality with respect
to tari�s. Increasing tari�s on a given product by 10% makes it 12% to 14% more
likely that this product is imported informally rather than formally. We also �nd
that non-tari� measures also increase informality, with an ad-valorem equivalent of
about 23-30% for SPS measures. Local unprocessed products are more likely to be
traded informally, despite complete removal of tari�s on this trade. Perishability
also associates with informality, suggesting that time as a trade barrier partially
a�ects the choice of informality. Di�erentiated products are signi�cantly less likely
to be traded on informal routes.

The tari� e�ect is large, but smaller than comparable estimates of evasion at
customs, the focus of much of the quantitative literature on evasion in international
trade so far. This shows that the economics of trade on unauthorized routes, the
focus of this paper, di�ers from that of other forms of evasion. As a consequence,
policy implications also di�er: tari� reductions may not increase revenue. Decreas-
ing informality may require addressing other drivers of informality beyond tari�s
and regulations.
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A Informal trade data: sector distribution

Table 11: Sector coverage of formal and informal trade data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Nigeria Togo and Niger

Customs data ECENE data Customs data ECENE data

Nb. pdts. Value Nb. pdts. Value Nb. pdts. Value Nb. pdts. Value
Sector (HS6) share (%) (HS6) share (%) (HS6) share (%) (HS6) share (%)

Imports
Animal 1 3.32 15 0.50 5 0.99 35 17.67
& Animal Products
Vegetable Products 6 0.37 39 3.97 13 0.74 55 44.64
Foodstu�s 7 18.85 21 1.44 30 6.15 34 5.87
Mineral Products 5 29.59 4 90.69 4 32.88 7 6.68
Chemicals & 28 5.02 18 0.10 23 47.43 22 3.71
Allied Industries
Plastics & Rubbers 14 2.33 11 0.21 20 1.94 13 2.41
Raw Hides, Skins, 1 0.02 2 0.01 6 0.10 4 0.10
Leather and Furs
Wood & Wood Pdts. 12 0.96 7 1.05 14 0.75 11 4.04
Textiles 17 1.56 14 0.54 31 4.58 24 7.08
Footwear & Headgear 5 0.81 7 0.22 7 0.46 8 2.80
Stone & Glass 11 9.67 6 0.05 7 0.11 7 0.82
Metals 17 6.31 8 0.08 22 2.28 11 1.21
Machinery, Electrical 32 6.41 12 0.33 19 0.57 16 1.34
Transportation 5 9.86 6 0.73 18 0.91 3 1.04
Miscellaneous 20 4.92 9 0.11 15 0.11 14 0.60
Total 181 100 179 100 234 100 264 100

Exports
Animal & 19 27.37 1 3.88 19 49.39
Animal products
Vegetable Products 2 69.68 42 63.92 1 0.50 39 34.60
Foodstu�s 15 1.60 4 0.74 17 5.79
Mineral Products 2 5.06 3 0.41
Chemicals & 1 0.94 5 0.04 1 0.85 10 1.51
Allied Industries
Plastics & Rubbers 1 9.45 2 0.18 4 0.09
Raw Hides, Skins, 2 0.21 1 0.27
Leather and Furs
Wood & Wood Pdts. 8 0.97 2 1.85 5 5.43
Textiles 1 19.93 8 0.72 6 0.73
Footwear & Headgear 2 0.08 1 0.07
Stone & Glass 2 0.00 2 0.03
Metals 2 0.01 2 88.73 4 0.45
Machinery, Electrical 3 1.47 6 1.03
Transportation 2 1.36 2 0.16
Miscellaneous 2 0.00 2 0.44 2 0.02
Total 5 100 109 100 20 100 121 100
Table reports the number of products (HS-6 codes) and value share by sector in each database (Benin's
customs and ECENE survey) and trade direction in September 2011. WAEMU: Togo + Niger.
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B Imports: dropping duplicates

Table 12: Informality in imports.
Binary model, Logit estimations, dropping duplicates

Dep. variable: 1 if informal
(1) (2) (3) (4-Nigeria) (5-Togo and Niger)

Appled tari� 0.726*** 0.720*** 0.843*** 1.205** 0.445
(0.271) (0.269) (0.317) (0.471) (0.336)

TBT 0.108 0.123 0.197* 0.236* 0.042
(0.091) (0.093) (0.108) (0.137) (0.121)

SPS measures 0.189*** 0.183*** 0.236*** 0.426*** 0.082
(0.066) (0.066) (0.083) (0.140) (0.082)

Produit du cru 0.424*** 0.421*** 0.435*** 0.439***
(0.045) (0.046) (0.119) (0.053)

Perishable pdt. 0.376*** 0.374*** 0.443* 0.336***
(0.100) (0.100) (0.252) (0.118)

Di�erentiated pdt. -0.085* -0.076* -0.094* -0.142** -0.042
(0.045) (0.045) (0.051) (0.060) (0.053)

Parts and Components -0.136 -0.168 -0.146 -0.116
(0.090) (0.116) (0.118) (0.111)

N 644 644 527 282 362

Standard errors in parentheses. All regressions are clustered at the HS6 level and include aconstant term.

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Marginal e�ects. Sample includes all HS-6 products appearing in formal or informal trade records for Benin's
imports from Nigeria, Togo, Niger, in September 2011. SPS measures, TBT (technical barriers to trade):
1 if importing country applies a SPS or TBT measure on one HS-8 product line within the HS-6 code.
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